
A FREE GUIDE - WHICH PLACE TO
CHOOSE
If You Love Craft Beer
The Blind Pig Brewery: Ideal for craft beer enthusiasts, this spot offers unique beer flavors
like chocolate cake and pine tree in a rustic, laid-back setting. With an outdoor beer garden,
it's perfect for relaxed conversations and enjoying on-site brewed beers. Prices range from
$5-$7 a pint.

If You Enjoy a Mix of Live Music and Dancing
Cowboy Monkey: A hybrid of a bar and concert venue where you might find an indie rock
concert on one side and a salsa dance class on the other. With Mexican-inspired food and a
vibe that feels like a party every night, this place suits those who enjoy eclectic and
spontaneous evenings. The pricing is wallet-friendly, although live events might have a
varying cover charge.

If You're Looking for a Cool Music Scene
The Canopy Club: Great for music lovers who enjoy being part of a lively crowd. The venue
features a powerful sound system and versatile space, turning a casual visit into a
memorable night where you might end up feeling like a rock star on stage. Ticket prices are
reasonable, with early bird specials available.

If You Want a Classic College Bar Experience
The Red Lion: This is the quintessential college bar, buzzing with energy and themed nights
like "80s Workout." It's perfect for those who want to dive into a vibrant party atmosphere
and enjoy affordable drinks. This spot blends chaos with pockets of calm for quieter
conversations.

If You’re Curious About EDM and Dynamic Nightlife
The Accord: Known for its superior sound system and dynamic crowd, this venue is ideal
for those open to exploring electronic dance music and energetic nightlife. Although prices
are a bit higher, the experience is immersive and can be quite captivating.


